An electromagnetic shower detector consisting of lead glass blocks and scintillator hodoscopes was constructed. During calibration runs detector resolutions were measured for single incident electrons. Perfon;.ance of the detector for Tr' and multi-photon showers, including sizable backgrounds, was studied during actual data runs.
INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION
An electromagnetic shower detector was built for Fermilab Experiment 451 to study high transverse momentum processes in hadron-nucleus collisions. This apparatus detected high Pt (> 1.5 GeV/c)x°and multiphoton events and triggered a vertex detector 1 to study the dependence of recoil jet properties on the atomic number of the target.
The detector is schematically shown in Figures 1 and 2. Shower energy was measured with lead glass blocks. Positional information was determined by pulse height analysis of X-Y scintillator hodoscopes placed at shower maximum. A novel wedge-shaped scintillation counter formed a simple analog Pt signal which provided a data trigger. A combination of hydrogen thyratron and radioactive sources was used to monitor the individual photomultiplier gains. The detector subtended 15 mill-steradians, and was positioned at approximately 90 degrees in the center of mass reference frame.
The detector is somewhat similar to that described by M. Heller et al2. However we will discuss not only test beam data, but also performance in an experimental data run during the summer of 1978.
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
We desired to detect high Pt single particles in order to study the associated charged particles produced in large transverse momentum processes. An electromagnetic shower detector allowed identification and measurement of high Pt nr°s and gamma rays within severe space constraints. Typical beam intensities were 2 x 10 hadrons/sec incident on targets of 5% of an interaction length. This translated into a range of 1.5 <P <4 GeV/c observable with reasonable statistics.
Incident beam momentum of 100 GeV/c indicated a detected if0 momentum range of 10-40 GeV/c for the detector centered at 900 in the center of mass. The face of the detector was only 80 inches from the target, indicating that most y's from the if0 decay would coalesce and appear as a single electromagnetic shower.
Lead Glass Counters
The shower energy was measured in 8 blocks of SF5 lead glass. There were 4 identical modules each consisting of two blocks, the pre-radiator and the radiator. The total depth was 22.6 radiation lengths, enough to contain a 40 GeV electromagnetic shower. The pre-radiator was6.4 radiation lengths deep to allow the insertion of the position hodoscopes and the wedge 0018-9499/80/0200-0079$00.75© 1980 IEEE Strong correlations between the pre-radiator and radiator energy depositions are shown in Fig. 4 Typical 30 GeV r-oergy distribution curves for pre-radiator, radiator and total energy sum.
A horizontal scan of the detector across the beam (Fig. 5) showed the spatial uniformities of the individual elemerts along with that of the composite detector. The 5% rise in the total observed energy near the Gl-G4 boundary indicated a slight increase in light collection efficiency near the lead glass counter edges.
Hodoscopes
The average shower position at 30 GeV, obtained by weighting the hodoscope slat position by its pulse height, produced a reconstructed position resolution a = 2.5 mm. This was comparable to that obtained by reference 2 using a shower maximum hodoscope and by reference 5 where the shower was longitudinally integrated for each slat. Note that this resolution was a factor of 6 smaller than the slat sampling size. The transverse shower distribution at a depth of 6.4 XO Position response of the lead glass counters.
Each SH counter is 1.6 cm wide.
can be parameterized as dN e'{l where a -2.7 cmt at 30 GeV.
The distance between the pre-radiator and hodoscopes was 3.5 inches. The reconstructed position was linear in the incident beam position except near the detector edges where the deviations from linearity were due to the finite transverse integration of the shower distibution, and were easily correctable.
Pt Resolution
The reconstructed Pt of each shower was determined by the lead glass energy and the X-Y hodoscope positions. As measured by position sweeps, the recon- This indicated that we were limited in resolution by shower statistics.
DATA TRIGGER STUDIES
The wedge counter provided a fast data trigger such that the trigger rate was approximately exponential in discriminator threshold setting. Typically, this threshold was set at Pt = 1.6 GeV/c. The Pt reconstructed using the lead glass and hodoscopes could be described by a gaussian shape with peak = threshold and a = 0.5 GeV/c. Extrapolating the reconstructed distrib. tion to low Pt we found that the wedge counter trigger efficiency was 50% at the distribution peak, Pt = 1.6, and increased to 80% at Pt = 1.8 GeV/c. This indicated that approximately 20% of the total triggers, those above 1.8 GeV/c, were relatively unbiased, and therefore directly useful for cross section analysis.
For data triggers, the average charged particle multiplicity incident upon the detector plane was 2.7 per trigger, as measured by the vertex detector proportional chambers.
Similarly, even when triggers accompanied by charged particles were vetoed using the tag counters, a large multi-photon background remained. This wedge counter provides a quite adequate and very simple Pt trigger.
